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Jean Rousseau, Pharmacist and creator of the Okinaha center (https://okinaha.com/), very kindly
welcomed us in his center located in Waterloo. His great skill and the use of Holimed's biocheck Pro
allowed us to confirm the performance of the 5G Key.

To power the key, we made the following assembly:
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It is a 12V Lithium Ion battery and a 5V USB adapter. It appears to be an ideal power supply for the 5G
key.
Cathérine Smith, naturopath and direct collaborator of Dr Raoul Nassar at the ISAHE Center in
Gembloux, is the first of the people on whom we carried out the tests. The Biochecks dial is graduated
from 0 to 100. It is a Dr Voll electro-acupuncture device (see image above).
Cathérine holds a mass electrode in the left hand and Jean Rousseau then points a probe on the
meridian of the pericardium in the right hand. Cathérine is then “balanced” at 50. We then place a
smartphone on her lap and the biocheck shows that sheinstantly loses her balance !!!

I power the 5GBioShield Key and Cathérine recovers directly her balance. This clearly shows us that
the negative impact of the smartphone has been neutralized. It therefore continues to function
normally but no longer disturbs Cathérine!
To check the radius of efficacy of the key, I move away gradually; I cross the center and I even go on
the street. I am now about 20 meters away and I am signaled through the center window, that
protection is still effective. This means that the beneficial effects of the key goes through the walls as
well as through the insulating glass.
I also want to check if the key neutralizes the sneaky nuisance due to electric fields. I therefore subject
Catherine to an electric field greater than 50V / meter, which constitutes a very strong disturbance.
The key instantly neutralizes the negative impact on Cathérine! And this also within a radius of 20
meters.
The key can also operate without power. Its range of action, however, appears much more limited
(approximately 4m radius). The Biocheck shows us that you have to carry it with you in order to
benefitting from its protection. What interests us mainly is also the consequences of further
experiences as follows: I hold the key in my hand and I approach Cathérine at about 80cm. She directly
and immediately recovers her balance!
We are forming now a "human chain" of 6 people who hold hands. The first person is approximately 1
meter from Cathérine. I am the last in this chain and I hold the key in my hand. The key field is
transmitted through all people to Catherine.
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We now put a distance of 60 cm between us, without touching each other and find that it continues
to work. We all act as a relay antenna. It is because we are living organisms that we have the potential
to fuel the key.
We noticed a curious thing ..... The key remains powered, we move the smartphone away from
Cathérine. It obviously remains in balance. And then, the incomprehensible occurs when I disconnect
the key: Cathérine loses her balance at the biocheck. (the cause is located at the level of its chakras).
To joke, I say it is because she is a woman. Indeed, we had not observed this phenomenon on men.
We then decide to repeat the same test with 4 other women and ........... same observation! We then
contacted Professor Lakicevic, conceptor of the key. This eminent scientist is not surprised by our
statements. According to him, this is due to the fact that throughout human history, women have
always suffered from oppression, lack of consideration and the domination of men over them ....
What follows is very strange: Our tester Jean Rousseau will then propose to put an image related to
femininity on the knees of one of the women tested. When I disconnect the key, this lady remains in
balance !!! We then repeat the experience by removing the image and asking this woman to think
about her femininity and it works. We go even further. Jean now asks me to look at this woman and
to think of her femininity, in a benevolent way. And, it works ..... The door is now open to all hypotheses
related to the intention of the observer.
The small group of women present quickly made suggestions: - this key was designed by men only ! Saint George who destroys the dragon, engraved in the key, is also a man.
And wham, we (men) are blown out of the water ! .... They propose to add a feminine part to the key
and replace St Georges with a feminine symbol. Jacques Bauer sees no inconvenience and appreciates
this alternative idea without of course abandoning the initial image for these who fell more in
accordance with it (St-Georges). New tests will then be carried out. Professor Lakicevic thinks that after
a while, the current key could gradually solve this problem and bring women back to balance anyway.
Cathérine, who now has a key, will be tested again soon.
To be continued …
Jean-Pierre Brohé
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